
Effective remembering requires the retrieval of goal-
relevant memories in the face of competition from goal-
irrelevant memories (J. R. Anderson, 1974; M. C. Ander-
son, 2003; Shimamura, 2000). It is important that the very
act of remembering changes the mnemonic competition
experienced in the future, because retrieved memories are
strengthened (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) and selected-
against memories may be weakened or suppressed (M. C.
Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994; Levy & Anderson, 2002). 
This reweighting of relevant and irrelevant memories is 
likely adaptive in that it reduces the competition experi-
enced when the same memories are retrieved again (M. C.
Anderson, 2003; Bjork, 1989; Kuhl, Dudukovic, Kahn, &
Wagner, 2007). However, when retrieval goals change and 
ppreviously selected-against memories become relevant,
the suppression that these memories suffered becomes an
obstacle to retrieval, often resulting in an increased likeli-
hood of forgetting (for a review, see Levy & Anderson,
2002). When not forgotten, it has been hypothesized that
the successful retrieval of previously selected-against
memories places particularly high demands on control 
mechanisms that are supported by prefrontal cortex (PFC;
NNorman, Newman, & Detre, 2007).

Behaviorally, the costs associated with selective retrieval
have been most extensively studied using the retrieval 
ppractice paradigm (M. C. Anderson et al., 1994). In a
standard variant of the paradigm, a series of cue–associate
word pairs are initially studied, with multiple associates
of each cue. Next, participants engage in retrieval prac-
tice, selectively retrieving some of the studied associates

of some of the cues. Critically, this retrieval practice phase
divides items into three categories: (1) practiced associates
(RP ); (2) unpracticed associates of unpracticed cues,

d which serve as noncompeting, baseline items (NRP); and
(3) unpracticed associates of practiced cues, which serve 
as selected-against competitors (RP ). Finally, memory
for all cue–associate pairs is probed. Not surprisingly, on 
this final test, practiced items (RP ) are better remem-
bered than unpracticed, baseline items (NRP), reflecting a 
benefit of retrieval practice. In contrast, unpracticed items 
that are selected against during retrieval practice (RP ) 
tend to be more poorly remembered than unpracticed items
that do not compete during retrieval practice (NRP)—a 
phenomenon termed retrieval-induced forgetting that reg -
flects a cost of selective retrieval.

The retrieval practice paradigm holds particular appeal 
for the effort to understand the behavioral consequences 
of selective retrieval because it allows for separate mea-
surement of the facilitation of practiced (RP d) items and 
the suppression of selected-against (RP ) items, with
both measures expressed relative to baseline (NRP) recall.

r Similarly, the retrieval practice paradigm is well suited for
framing an understanding of the neurobiological mecha-
nisms that govern competitive retrieval. That is, although 
the cost that suppression carries is typically expressed in 
terms of the forgetting of RP  items, it is generally the
case that many RP items are nonetheless retrieved, pu-
tatively representing situations in which suppression has 
been successfully overcome. Thus, insight into the PFC

 control mechanisms that govern competitive retrieval,
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Within left VLPFC, the inferior frontal pars triangularis 
subregion (which we term mid-VLPFC; Badre & Wagner, 
2007) has been repeatedly implicated in the selection be-
tween competing representations. For example, functional
imaging studies have observed activation in this region when 
selection demands are high during retrieval from semantic
memory (Badre et al., 2005; Thompson-Schill, D’Esposito, 
Aguirre, & Farah, 1997), working memory (Jonides, Smith, 
Marshuetz, Koeppe, & Reuter-Lorenz, 1998; Kostopoulos, 
Albanese, & Petrides, 2007; Zhang, Feng, Fox, Gao, & Tan, 
2004), and episodic memory (Dobbins & Wagner, 2005; 
Henson, Shallice, Josephs, & Dolan, 2002; Sohn, Goode, 
Stenger, Carter, & Anderson, 2003). Similarly, damage to
or transient disruption of left mid-VLPFC is associated with 
performance deficits when mnemonic selection is required 
(Feredoes, Tononi, & Postle, 2006; Thompson-Schill et al.,
2002; Thompson-Schill et al., 1998).

While the contributions of left VLPFC subregions to 
mnemonic retrieval have been increasingly specified 
(Badre & Wagner, 2007), the role of right VLPFC remains
poorly understood. On the one hand, right VLPFC has fre-
quently been implicated in episodic retrieval (for a review, 
see Fletcher & Henson, 2001), but accounts of these ac-
tivations have varied. It is interesting that right VLPFC is 
thought to play a critical role in attention, particularly in 
stimulus-driven orienting of attention (Corbetta & Shul-
man, 2002; Weissman, Roberts, Visscher, & Woldorff,
2006), suggesting that right VLPFC’s contribution to re-
trieval is potentially described in terms of attentional ori-
enting. Indeed, right VLPFC has been implicated in biasing
attention toward visuoperceptual stimulus features during 
episodic retrieval (Dobbins & Wagner, 2005), and right 
anterior VLPFC has been shown, within-participants, to
be engaged during performance of both episodic retrieval 
and visual attention tasks (Cabeza et al., 2003).

With respect to the specific task of overcoming com-
petition during retrieval, two additional lines of evidence 
are likely relevant. First, within the domain of cognitive
control, it has been posited that right VLPFC supports the
inhibition of prepotent, but irrelevant, responses (for a re-
view, see Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack, 2004). This view is 
supported by evidence that right inferior frontal damage
(Aron, Fletcher, Bullmore, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2003) 
or transient disruption (Chambers et al., 2006) impairs 
the ability to inhibit irrelevant responses. Moreover, it has 
been suggested that this form of inhibition may also oper-
ate within mnemonic contexts (Aron et al., 2004). Second,
and most intriguing, a limited number of recent reports
have implicated right VLPFC in situations that putatively
require the inhibition or suppression of irrelevant episodic 
memories (M. C. Anderson et al., 2004; Depue, Curran,
& Banich, 2007; Kuhl et al., 2007; Wylie, Foxe, & Taylor, 
2008).1 Notably, however, these recent reports of mne-
monic inhibition/suppression have tended to implicate 
right anterior VLFPC, or inferior frontal pars orbitalis, 
whereas the richer literature on response inhibition has 
tended to implicate right posterior VLPFC, or inferior 
frontal pars opercularis (Aron et al., 2004).

Taken together, extant data implicate both left and right 
VLPFC in overcoming competition from irrelevant mne-

and that specifically allow for previously selected-against 
memories to be retrieved, can potentially be gained by 
comparing PFC engagement across retrieval conditions 
in the retrieval practice paradigm.

Although the PFC control mechanisms associated with 
overcoming retrieval-induced suppression have not, to our 
knowledge, been previously documented, several relevant 
lines of research inform predictions regarding the specific 
mechanistic components and corresponding PFC subre-
gions that are likely to be implicated. As described below, 
our predictions focus on (1) anterior cingulate cortex-
mediated detection of competition, and (2) ventrolateral
PFC-mediated selection and/or inhibition.

PREFRORR NTATT L CORTEX
AND MNEMONIC COMPETITION

Substantial evidence indicates that anterior cingulate 
cortex (ACC) plays a fundamental role in guiding behav-
ior, although there is continued debate with regard to the
specific mechanism through which this occurs. According
to a prominent theory, ACC functions at an initial stage 
of control by detecting conflict between competing re-
sponses (e.g., Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Kerns
et al., 2004). Alternatively, it has been argued that ACC 
detects conditions in which an error is likely to occur,
irrespective of whether conflict is experienced (Brown 
& Braver, 2005). Finally, it has been argued that ACC
is engaged when actions must be selected under condi-
tions of uncertainty and, in such circumstances, integrates 
outcome information about the consequences of the se-
lected actions (Walton, Devlin, & Rushworth, 2004).
Whereas the conflict-monitoring, error-likelihood, and 
action–outcome theories differ in the precise mechanis-
tic framing of ACC function, it is important to note that 
they agree that ACC is responsive to situations in which
response competition is present. Moreover, recruitment 
of ACC appears to extend beyond the domain of response
competition (Van Veen & Carter, 2002). Of particular in-
terest, ACC activation has been observed when compe-
tition is present during retrieval from semantic memory 
(Van Veen & Carter, 2005), working memory (Badre &
Wagner, 2004), and episodic memory (Bunge, Burrows,
& Wagner, 2004; Kuhl et al., 2007). Thus, evidence sug-
gests that ACC responds to the presence of competition,
including during mnemonic processing.

As argued by others, the detection of competition is
thought to constitute an initial step in the implementation 
of cognitive control, with ACC computations serving to 
trigger engagement of control mechanisms supported by
lateral PFC (Botvinick et al., 2004; Kerns et al., 2004). 
Given early evidence that ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC)
may support the ability to overcome interference from ir-
relevant or competing representations (Iversen & Mish-
kin, 1970), recent theorizing has focused on determining 
whether and how distinct anatomical subregions within
left and right VLPFC support distinct forms of control
that are engaged during mnemonic retrieval (e.g., Badre, 
Poldrack, Paré-Blagoev, Insler, & Wagner, 2005; Dobbins
& Wagner, 2005; Gold et al., 2006).
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All image preprocessing and data analysis were performed using 
SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London). Func-
tional data were corrected for slice-timing and head motion. Each par-rr
ticipant’s structural images were coregistered to their functional images 
and segmented into gray matter, white matter, and CSF. Gray-matter 
images were stripped of any remaining skull and then normalized to a
gray-matter MNI template image. The normalized gray-matter image
was used for normalization of the structural and functional images. 
Images were resampled to 3-mm cubic voxels and smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel (8 mm at full width, half maximum).

Data were analyzed under the assumptions of the general linear 
model (GLM). Trials were modeled as an event, using a canonical
hemodynamic response function and its first-order temporal deriva-
tive. Correct and incorrect trials were modeled separately. The re-
sulting functions were entered into a GLM with session treated as a
covariate. Linear contrasts were used to obtain participant-specific
estimates for each effect. These estimates were then entered into a
second-level analysis, treating participant as a random effect, usingt
a one-sample t test against a contrast value of zero at each voxel.

Contrast maps were overlaid on a surface-rendered MNI ca-
nonical brain (SurfRend Toolbox; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
/ext/#SurfRend). Conjunction analyses were performed by thresh-
olding each contrast at p  .032 with an extent threshold of 5 voxels,
yielding a joint Type I error of pf  .001. For small-volume correction 
(svc), spherical volumes (10-mm radius) were generated for regions 
of a priori interest, centered at coordinates of previously reported ac-
tivations (ACC, MNI coordinates 9, 36, 18; right VLPFC, 48, 27, 

6; Kuhl et al., 2007). Region of interest (ROI) analyses were per-
formed on MarsBar-extracted (marsbar.sourceforge.net) data from 
all significant voxels within a 6-mm radius of a maximum.

Results
Behavioral results. Performance at test revealed the 

benefits and costs of selective retrieval practice (Table 1).
First, practiced items (RP ) were remembered better than
baseline items (NRP) [F(1,19)FF  90.85, p .001]. Second, 
selected-against, competing items (RP ) were less likely 
to be remembered than NRP items [F(1,19)FF  13.52, p
.005]. This retrieval-induced forgetting is thought to reflect g
the suppression of competing memories caused by selec-
tive retrieval of target memories (M. C. Anderson & Spell-
man, 1995). Test-phase reaction times (RTs) were slower 
for successfully retrieved RP items than for NRP items
[F(1,19)FF  5.91, p .05], which, in turn, were slower than
for RP  items [F(1,19)FF  99.06, p  .001].

fMRI results. Our hypotheses focus on the neural pro-
cesses that are engaged in order to overcome competition 
during retrieval. It is important that, in the present study,
the retrieval practice and test phases provided indepen-
dent measures of retrieval competition. Specifically, dur-
ing retrieval practice, changes in retrieval competition are
thought to occur as a function of retrieval practice repeti-
tion. That is, previous work has demonstrated that the mag-
nitude of retrieval-induced forgetting increases as a func-

monic representations, with left mid-VLPFC putatively 
supporting selection between multiple competing repre-
sentations, and right VLPFC supporting mechanisms that 
allow for selective attentional orienting and/or the inhibi-
tion of irrelevant, competing representations. Given these
emerging hypotheses, we sought to further examine the
functional responses of VLPFC subregions (specifically, 
left mid-VLPFC and right VLPFC) during competitive
episodic retrieval.

To gain leverage on the PFC mechanisms engaged 
during competitive retrieval, we adapted the standard re-
trieval practice paradigm for use with functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) in order to measure neural ac-
tivity during retrieval of memories that were previously
selected, as well as those that were previously selected 
against. Specifically, we evaluated fMRI data from the 
final test phase, separately considering neural responses 
associated with the retrieval of RP , NRP, and RP items. 
While retrieval-induced forgetting is typically evidenced 
by poorer recall success for RP  items, we hypothesized 
that differences in ACC and VLPFC engagement would be
evident even across successful retrieval of RP , NRP, and 
RP  items, reflecting differences in retrieval competition 
and selection/inhibition demands. Further, and of critical 
importance, we hypothesized that the differential engage-
ment of ACC and VLPFC control mechanisms during RP
retrieval would be a direct reaction to the suppression that
these selected-against memories suffered, with these re-
gions most robustly engaged when prior acts of mnemonic 
selection resulted in the greatest amount of suppression.

Method
Subjects. Twenty right-handed native English speakers (12 fe-

male, 18–32 years old) participated after having given informed 
consent in accordance with the institutional review board require-
ments at Stanford University. Data from one additional participant
were excluded due to a failure to respond to more than 25% of the 
retrieval practice trials. Participants received $20/h.

Materials and Procedure. The stimuli consisted of 40 cue 
words, each linked to 6 associate words, creating 240 cue–associate
word pairs; all words were nouns. The pairs were divided into four 
subsets, each consisting of half of the associate words (3) of half of 
the cue words (20), creating 60 cue–associate pairs per subset. For 
each participant, one subset received retrieval practice.

The experiment contained four phases. During study, cue–
associate pairs were intentionally encoded, with each cue studied 
with six associates (3 sec/pair). During selective retrieval practice,
participants were probed to covertly recall some of the studied as-
sociates of some of the cues—that is, one subset of cue–associate
pairs. On each trial, a cue word was presented along with the first
letter of a studied associate; participants had 3 sec to indicate re-
trieval success or failure by keypress. Each practiced cue–associate 
pair was retrieved three times in this manner. Following a 15-min
nonverbal filler task, a final test phase probed participants’ memory
for each of the studied associates, using the same probing procedure
as during retrieval practice. The test-phase fMRI data are reported 
here (for further methodological details and a report of the retrieval
practice fMRI data, see Kuhl et al., 2007).

fMRI procedures. Whole-brain functional imaging was con-
ducted on a 3.0T GE Signa MRI system (GE Medical Systems), 
using a T2*-weighted 2D gradient echo spiral-in/out pulse sequence
(Glover & Law, 2001). The test phase consisted of two 360-volume
functional runs (TR 2 sec; TE  30 msec; flip angle  70º;
3.125  3.125 5 mm).

TableTT 1
Test Phase Accuracy and TT Reaction Times

(RT, in TT Milliseconds) by Condition

Accuracy RT

Condition M SD M SD

RP .479 .167 1,330 252
NRP .351 .145 1,693 255
RP .302 .137 1,840 310
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comparing successful RP with NRP retrieval. However, 
a striking aspect of participants’ behavior was the consid-
erable variability in the magnitude of RP  suppression.
Thus, we next sought to test whether ACC and VLPFC sub-
regions were modulated during RP  retrieval to the extent
that RP items were actually suppressed. Accordingly, 
for each participant, a suppression score was computed—
test phase accuracy expressed as (NRP RP )/NRP (see 
Kuhl et al., 2007)—yielding a participant-specific mea-
sure of RP  suppression relative to baseline recall (range
from 21% to 51%). This suppression score was then re-
gressed upon the contrast of successful RP  to NRP re-
trieval, thresholded at p  .005, voxel extent  5, svc for 
a priori targeted ACC and VLPFC regions. This regression
revealed three PFC foci: left ACC ( psvc  .05); right ante-
rior VLPFC or inferior frontal pars orbitalis ( psvc  .06); 
and right superior frontal gyrus (see Table 3)—wherein 

tion of the number of retrieval practice attempts (Johnson
& Anderson, 2004; Levy, McVeigh, Marful, & Anderson, 
2007; Shivde & Anderson, 2001). Thus, the strengthening
of practiced items and the weakening of competing items 
that occur across retrieval practice attempts should reduce
retrieval competition—a hypothesis supported both by 
models of interference (Mensink & Raaijmakers, 1988) 
and by previously reported evidence that initial retrieval 
practice attempts are associated with greater PFC engage-
ment than are subsequent retrieval practice attempts (Kuhl
et al., 2007). During test, the strengthening of practiced 
items (RP ) and the weakening of competing items (RP )
should result in maximal retrieval competition when RP
retrieval is compared with RP retrieval.

To capitalize on the two independent measures of re-
trieval competition described above, we performed a
conjunction analysis to identify regions that were jointly 
sensitive to competition at test and at retrieval practice. In-
clusive masking of the successful RP  RP test-phase
contrast by the contrast of 1st  3rd successful retrieval 
practice trials revealed activations in ACC/medial supe-
rior PFC, bilateral VLPFC, and bilateral posterior parietal
cortex (see Table 2 and Figure 1). These results indicate a
sensitivity of these regions to retrieval competition that is 
not specific to a single comparison; moreover, the results
are consistent with our hypothesis that ACC and VLPFC
are modulated by retrieval competition.

To more specifically interrogate ACC and VLPFC re-
sponses during test-phase retrieval, we next extracted the 
observed percent signal change from all suprathreshold 
voxels in three anatomically-defined regions of a priori in-
terest: (1) ACC, (2) right VLPFC, and (3) left mid-VLPFC 
(anatomical automatic labeling; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al.,
2002). Each region displayed a reliable condition suc-
cess interaction (see Figure 1) [ACC, F(2,38)FF  4.45, p
.02; right VLPFC, F(2,38)FF  7.89, p .005; left mid-
VLPFC, F(2,38)FF  5.55, p .01], indicating that these 
regions were differentially engaged during retrieval of 
RP , NRP, and RP items. In ACC, the interaction was
driven by marked activation during successful retrieval 
of RP  items, evidenced by (1) greater ACC activation
during successful retrieval of RP  than of NRP items
[F(1,19)FF 6.37, p .03]; (2) an ACC success effect for 
RP [F(1,19)FF 12.39, p .005], but not for NRP or 
RP items (F(( sFF  1.34, ps .25); and (3) a greater suc-
cess effect for RP  than for NRP items [F(1,19)FF 10.89,
p  .005]. By contrast, right VLPFC activation (1) did not
differ between successful RP and NRP retrieval (F(( 1), 
and (2) demonstrated a retrieval success effect for both
RP [F(1,19)FF  8.61, p .01] and NRP [F(1,19)FF 4.38, 
p  .05] items, but not for RP  [F(1,19)FF  1.22, p .25]
items. Finally, left mid-VLPFC activation did not differ 
between successful RP and NRP retrieval (F(( 1), nor 
did left mid-VLPFC display reliable success effects for 
any condition (F(( sFF  2.18, ps  .15).

The preceding analyses indicate that ACC activation 
during retrieval marks a cost that suppression incurs for 
RP  items. On the other hand, while right VLPFC and 
left mid-VLPFC activation was modulated by retrieval
demands, activation in these regions did not differ when

TableTT 2
Prefrontal and Parietal Cortical Regions Engaged by Retrieval 

Competition During Test and TT During Retrieval Practice

Region ~BA x y z

Left Lateral PFC
Posterior VLPFC 44/6/8 42 6 39
Mid-VLPFC 45 51 30 9
Mid-VLPFC 45 54 36 12
Mid-VLPFC/DLPFC 45/9 39 21 27
Mid-VLPFC/DLPFC 45/9 48 24 24
Anterior insula/VLPFC 13/47 30 21 0
Anterior VLPFC 47 51 42 3
Anterior VLPFC 47 39 30 6
Anterior VLPFC 47 33 33 3
Anterior VLPFC 47 51 39 12
Frontopolar cortex 10 48 51 3
DLPFC 6 42 9 57
DLPFC 6 36 6 57

Right Lateral PFC
Posterior VLPFC 44/6/8 45 6 33
Mid-VLPFC/DLPFC 45/9 45 24 21
Anterior VLPFC 47 39 24 3
Anterior VLPFC 47 39 21 3
DLPFC 9/46 57 33 24

Left Medial PFC
Medial SFG 6 6 15 54
Medial SFG 8 3 30 45
ACC 24 6 6 27

Right Medial PFC
Medial SFG 6 9 15 51
ACC 24 6 9 27
ACC 24/32 12 27 27
ACC 32 9 30 33

Left Parietal Cortex
ANG 39 33 75 30
IPL 40 42 42 45
IPS 7 27 66 33
SPL/IPS 7 33 66 45
SPL 7 30 75 48

Right Parietal Cortex
SPL/IPS 7 27 63 51
SPL 7 30 78 48

Note—~BA, approximate Brodmann areas; x, y, and zd indicate location 
of local maxima in MNI coordinates; all local maxima 6 mm apart. 
VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; 
ANG, angular gyrus; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; SPL, superior parietal 
lobule; IPS, intraparietal sulcus.
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Notably, in contrast with ACC and right anterior 
VLPFC, left mid-VLPFC activation did not reflect the 
costs associated with RP suppression. Direct interro-
gation of left mid-VLPFC3 confirmed the absence of a
relationship between suppression magnitude and activa-
tion during successful retrieval of RP  versus NRP items 
(r  .02). This observation is somewhat surprising given
(1) the extensive literature implicating left mid-VLPFC 
in selecting between competing representations (for a re-
view, see Badre & Wagner, 2007), and (2) the present dem-
onstration that left mid-VLPFC activation was robustly
modulated by retrieval competition (see Figure 1). As we
discuss below, one possibility is that left mid-VLPFC and 
right anterior VLPFC resolve competition at functionally
dissociable levels.

Other aspects of the present data further suggest a func-
tional dissociation between left mid-VLPFC and right 
anterior VLPFC. First, a region (left mid-VLPFC, right 
anterior VLPFC, ACC) condition (RP , NRP, RP )

greater suppression of selected-against (RP ) memories
was associated with greater activation when these memo-
ries were successfully retrieved (see Figure 2).2

That ACC and right anterior VLPFC were engaged to
overcome suppression at test accords with our previous
finding that these regions are disengaged during retrieval 
practice to the extent that suppression of competing memo-
ries occurs. Indeed, when the test-phase regression analysis
described above was inclusively masked by the previously 
reported analysis, in which we regressed suppression score
upon the contrast of 1st  3rd retrieval practice trials (Kuhl
et al., 2007), the only observed foci in either PFC or pari-
etal cortex were bilateral ACC and right anterior VLPFC
(see Figure 2). Thus, across retrieval practice and test, ACC
and right anterior VLPFC were sensitive to the strength of 
RP  items, with this sensitivity taking the form of reduced 
demands on these regions during retrieval practice of RP
items and increased demands on these same regions during 
test-phase recall of RP items.
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Figure 1. Regions modulated by retrieval competition during both retrieval practice and test. (A) Conjunction analysis of competi-
tion during retrieval practice (1st 3rd retrieval practice) and during successful retrieval at test (RPRR RPRR retrieval). (B) Percent
signal change for test-phase retrieval success and failure trials, for all suprathreshold bilateral ACC, left mid-VLPFC, and right
VLPFC voxels from the conjunction analysis. These right VLPFC data are drawn from voxels spanning anterior, mid-, and posterior
VLPFC; selective consideration of the data from right anterior VLPFC revealed a pattern that resembled that in ACC.
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response to the suppression that selected-against memories 
suffered. In contrast, left mid-VLPFC was markedly less 
engaged when practiced, rather than unpracticed, associ-
ates were retrieved, but its engagement was not selectively
associated with retrieving previously selected-against, sup-
pressed memories. As outlined below, these data contribute
to current theory regarding the contributions of ACC and 
VLPFC subregions during competitive retrieval.

ACC and mnemonic competition. The present data 
lend further support to the view that ACC serves to detect
competition during episodic retrieval (Bunge et al., 2004; 
Kuhl et al., 2007), and, more generally, that ACC detects 
competition across representational levels (Braver, Barch, 
Gray, Molfese, & Snyder, 2001; Van Veen & Carter, 2002).
Furthermore, within the context of episodic retrieval, we 
observed functional coupling between ACC and two dis-
tinct VLPFC subregions—right anterior VLPFC and left 
mid-VLPFC—but under different retrieval circumstances. 
Specifically, ACC coupled with left mid-VLPFC when 
previously selected memories were retrieved, whereas 
ACC coupled with right anterior VLPFC when previously 
selected-against memories were retrieved. The functional 
couplings between ACC and VLPFC are consistent with 
the theory that ACC serves to trigger lateral PFC control 
mechanisms (Botvinick et al., 2004; Kerns et al., 2004) 
and also complement prior reports that ACC functionally 
couples with lateral PFC during mnemonic processing
(e.g., Badre & Wagner, 2004; Bunge et al., 2004; Kuhl
et al., 2007). Given ongoing debate concerning the precise 
mechanistic contributions of ACC to cognitive control, it
is worth considering the present data with respect to the 
conflict-monitoring, error-likelihood, and action–outcome
theories of ACC function.

According to conflict-monitoring theory (Botvinick 
et al., 2004), the fundamental contribution of ACC is to 
detect conflict between response possibilities. The pres-
ent findings are well reconciled with conflict-monitoring
theory, in that ACC was robustly engaged when retrieval 
involved selecting against prepotent, but irrelevant, mem-
ories (i.e., when RP  items were retrieved over RP
items). Moreover, during retrieval of RP  items, ACC 
was differentially engaged to the extent that the partici-
pants suffered suppression of these items. However, it is
also of note that ACC was more engaged during success-
ful RP retrieval than during failed RP  retrieval. This 
may be surprising, in that it could be argued that greater 
conflict should lead to greater retrieval failure. However, 
it seems equally plausible that the detection of conflict by
ACC served to upregulate lateral PFC (e.g., right anterior 
VLPFC) control processes that enabled retrieval success.
Thus, the conflict-monitoring model appears capable
of accounting for the presently observed functional re-
sponses within ACC.

According to error-likelihood theory (Brown & Braver,
2005), ACC signals conditions that have come to be as-
sociated with a high probability of committing an error,
whether or not conflict is currently present or an error is
ultimately committed. Error-likelihood theory in its stan-
dard form may have difficulty accounting for the present 

interaction [F(4,76)FF  5.68, p .001] revealed that left
mid-VLPFC demonstrated less activation during success-
ful RP  than during NRP retrieval [F(1,19)FF 23.39, p
.001], which was not true of either right anterior VLPFC 
or ACC (F(( sFF 1). Second, this left mid-VLPFC activation 
decrease during successful RP retrieval was positively 
correlated with the behavioral facilitation observed for 
RP  items, which was expressed as (RP NRP)/NRP
(r  .54, p .02).4 Thus, left mid-VLPFC was markedly
less engaged when practiced, rather than nonpracticed, 
items were successfully retrieved at test, complementing
reports that left mid-VLPFC is less active during repeated 
than during initial semantic retrieval (e.g., Thompson-
Schill, D’Esposito, & Kan, 1999; Wagner, Maril, &
Schacter, 2000). Moreover, left mid-VLPFC was disen-
gaged during retrieval of practiced items to the extent that
participants showed a behavioral benefit of practice (i.e.,
facilitated recall of RP  items).

Whereas left mid-VLPFC and right anterior VLPFC
may support functionally dissociable forms of control, it 
has been suggested that ACC subserves a more general role
in detecting representational conflict (Van Veen & Carter,
2002). Accordingly, we tested whether ACC engagement 
covaried with the engagement of left mid-VLPFC, as well 
as of right anterior VLPFC. ACC activation correlated with
both left mid-VLPFC and right anterior VLPFC engage-
ment, but under different retrieval situations. Specifically, 
a multiple regression analysis indicated that during RP
retrieval, the retrieval success effect in ACC was highly
correlated with the success effect in left mid-VLPFC (t
4.66, p .001), but not with the success effect in right 
anterior VLPFC (t 1) (see Table 4 and Figure 3). In con-
trast, during RP retrieval, the success effect in ACC was 
highly correlated with the success effect in right anterior 
VLPFC (t  3.40, p .005), but not with the success ef-
fect in left mid-VLPFC (t 1). These data are consistent 
with the view that ACC subserves a domain-general role
in detecting competition, triggering engagement of differ-
ent VLPFC control mechanisms, depending on retrieval 
circumstances.

Discussion
The present data illustrate that successfully retrieving pre-

viously selected-against memories is accomplished through
engagement of mechanisms within prefrontal cortex that 
govern competition—namely, ACC and right anterior 
VLPFC. Moreover, these regions were recruited in direct

TableTT 3
Regions in Prefrontal Cortex in Which the Magnitude of the
Activation Difference Between RPRR Recall and NRPRR Recall 
(RPRR NRP) Was Correlated with the Suppression ScoreRR

Region ~BA x y z

ACC 32 9 33 21
Right superior frontal 9 15 54 30
Right anterior VLPFC 47 48 30 12

Note—~BA, approximate Brodmann areas; x, y, and z d indicate location
of peak activation in MNI coordinates; all local maxima 6 mm apart.
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.
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this would mean that ACC was engaged only after control r
was putatively required. Moreover, this modified version 
of error-likelihood theory cannot account for previously
reported evidence that during the retrieval practice phase, 
ACC is most robustly engaged during initial retrieval prac-
tice attempts (Kuhl et al., 2007)—a situation in which nei-
ther the retrieval probes themselves nor the retrieval targets 
have associations with error. In contrast, conflict detection 
theory accounts for the engagement of ACC during initial 
retrieval practice attempts because these are situations of 
underdetermined, high-conflict retrieval.

Finally, it has been hypothesized that ACC serves to eval-
uate action–outcome relationships, supporting the selec-
tion of behavior when multiple response possibilities exist 
and supporting learning by integrating outcome informa-
tion related to the consequences of selected actions (Wal-
ton et al., 2004). Whereas action–outcome theory is similar 
to conflict-monitoring theory in that it suggests that ACC
will be engaged by situations in which underdetermined/
ambiguous responding occurs, action–outcome theory dif-ff
fers from conflict-monitoring theory in that it suggests that
ACC also responds to positive and negative feedback, to
the extent that this feedback is informative (Rushworth,
Buckley, Behrens, Walton, & Bannerman, 2007).

observation, that ACC was differentially engaged during
RP  versus RP  retrieval, because RP retrieval probes 
(i.e., the compound of the cue word plus the single letter 
of the target associate) were encountered for the first and 
only time during the test phase. Thus, the RP retrieval 
probes had no prior association with error. Moreover,
given that RP retrieval probes were similar to RP  re-
trieval probes (i.e., they contained the same cue words), 
one might expect that the RP  retrieval cues would, if 
anything, elicit an association with retrieval success, not
failure (error).

However, it might be argued that during retrieval prac-
tice, RP items occasionally intrude during attempted re-
trieval of RP items, and, as a result, become tagged as
errors. At test, the retrieval of RP  items might then elicit 
an association with error. According to this view, RP tri-
als should elicit ACC activation to the extent that the target 
RP  items are successfully retrieved—which is consistent 
with the observed data. It should be noted, though, that this
error-tagging account would appear to represent a modi-
fied version of error-likelihood theory, as we understand 
it, because it would suggest that ACC engagement carries
no functional consequence in the present context. That is, if 
successful RP retrieval were to trigger ACC engagement,
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Whatever cost suppression carries for selected-against 
memories, this cost was not reflected in left mid-VLPFC 
activation; left mid-VLPFC was similarly engaged dur-
ing NRP and RP  retrieval, irrespective of the magnitude
of RP suppression. This result is somewhat surprising, 
given evidence that left mid-VLPFC activation is driven 
by the potency of competing representations (Badre &
Wagner, 2007). However, whereas it was a priori hypoth-
esized that RP  retrieval would engender higher selec-
tion demands than NRP retrieval, it is worth emphasizing 
that NRP retrieval itself involved selecting between six 
similar-strength associates, a situation that is comparable 
to the “high selection” conditions that have elicited robust 
left mid-VLPFC activation in the context of semantic re-
trieval (e.g., Badre et al., 2005; Thompson-Schill et al.,
1997; Thompson-Schill et al., 1998). Thus, it is possible 
that left mid-VLPFC failed to demonstrate a significant 
difference in activation during NRP and RP  retrieval be-
cause this was a comparison between “high” and “higher” 
selection demands. Given that this outcome is a null re-
sult, we believe interpretative caution is warranted.

Although it is at present unclear why left mid-VLPFC, 
or inferior frontal pars triangularis, engagement was unre-
lated to RP suppression, right anterior VLPFC, or infe-
rior frontal pars orbitalis, engagement was clearly related 
to RP  suppression. Whereas left mid-VLPFC was highly
sensitive to the practice-related facilitation of RP items,
right anterior VLPFC did not show such a relationship.
Complementing this dissociation, left mid-VLPFC was 
functionally coupled with ACC during successful RP
and NRP retrieval, whereas right anterior VLPFC selec-
tively coupled with ACC during successful RP  retrieval. 
Together, these data suggest that both left mid-VLPFC and 

In the present study, ACC was differentially engaged 
during RP retrieval in relation to NRP or RP retrieval.
This finding is consistent with action–outcome theory be-
cause RP retrieval represents a situation in which the
appropriate response is weakly determined. This account
also readily handles the correlation between the degree of 
RP  weakening (i.e., suppression) and ACC engagement
during RP  retrieval. Moreover, while the present data 
do not directly test the prediction that ACC responds to 
feedback after uncertain responses, an intriguing, albeit
speculative, possibility is that retrieval success itself may
function as a form of feedback. Such a view would ac-
count for the greater ACC activity observed during suc-
cessful RP  retrieval attempts. Finally, as with the con-
flict detection model, action–outcome theory provides an
account for why ACC activity is greater during initial than 
during repeated retrieval practice—that is, with repeated 
retrieval practice, retrieval of target memories becomes
more strongly determined.

Dissociable VLPFC mechanisms. Whereas both left
mid-VLPFC and right anterior VLPFC have previously 
been implicated in governing competition during mne-
monic processing, the present data point to a functional
dissociation between these VLPFC subregions within the
context of competitive episodic retrieval. We next consider 
the potential contributions of each of these VLPFC subre-
gions within the present study, using extant theory to gain 
leverage on the mechanistic components that are required 
for retrieving previously selected-against memories.

A rich literature suggests that a core function of left
mid-VLPFC is to select between competing, active rep-
resentations across semantic, perceptual, and phonologi-
cal domains (for a review, see Badre & Wagner, 2007).
Within the present study, left mid-VLPFC activation was
reduced when participants retrieved previously selected 
(RP ) memories; moreover, this reduction was greater 
to the extent that participants showed a behavioral benefit
of retrieval practice. Thus, the left mid-VLPFC activation
reductions observed during RP retrieval likely reflect 
reduced selection demands that accompany repeated re-
trieval (e.g., Thompson-Schill et al., 1999; Wagner et al.,
2000). That is, as particular cue–associate pairs are prac-
ticed, and retrieval cues become more specifically associ-
ated with intended associates, the selection demands dur-
ing retrieval decrease.

TableTT 4
Multiple Regression Revealing the Relationship Between

the ACC Success Effect and Left Mid-VLPFC and
Right Anterior VRR LPFC Success Effects Across Conditions

Condition Region t p

RP Left mid-VLPFC* .854* 4.662* .001*

Right anterior VLPFC .084 0.458 .652

NRP Left mid-VLPFC* .442* 2.160* .045*

Right anterior VLPFC .296 1.451 .165

RP Left mid-VLPFC .108 0.559 .583
Right anterior VLPFC* .655* 3.396* .003*

Note—ACC  dependent variable; left mid-VLPFC and right anterior 
VLPFC  independent variables. *Statistically significant relationship 
with ACC (p((  .05).
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difficult to separate from the selective attention account—at
least within the context of the present study. For example,
support for an inhibitory mechanism might come from evi-
dence that right anterior VLPFC engagement carries con-
sequences for the selected-against representations—which,
during RP  retrieval, would be RP items. Others have 
linked right anterior VLPFC engagement with mnemonic 
consequences for selected-against memories (Kuhl et al.,
2007; Wylie et al., 2008), but because we did not have a
second retrieval test exploring the consequences of RP  re-
trieval on subsequent RP  retrieval, the present data cannot
address such a relationship. Moreover, we believe it is worth
emphasizing that, to the extent that inhibition is a functional
consequence of selective attention (e.g., Houghton & Tip-
per, 1994; Miller & Cohen, 2001), these alternatives may
effectively reduce to a common account.

Whereas the present data do not support a response 
inhibition account of right anterior VLPFC engagement,
they are consistent with either a selective attention ac-
count or a mnemonic inhibition account. Future work is 
needed to further specify the mechanistic contribution of 
right anterior VLPFC in situations in which mnemonic
suppression/inhibition is putatively required. Moreover,
although we point to a functional dissociation between 
left mid-VLPFC and right anterior VLPFC, the extent to 
which these mechanisms interact, and the nature of their 
interaction, remain questions for future study.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the present data reveal that when previously 
selected-against memories subsequently become relevant,
successful retrieval of these memories is associated with
engagement of ACC and multiple VLPFC subregions,
reflecting distinct forms of control (Dobbins & Wagner, 
2005). Notably, ACC and right anterior VLPFC were se-
lectively engaged during retrieval of previously selected-
against memories to overcome the consequences of sup-
pression. These data indicate that the processing resources
that are conserved when selected-against memories are
suppressed (Kuhl et al., 2007) are the same resources that 
become increasingly necessary when these memories later 
become relevant. Together, these data illustrate that the re-
weighting of memories that occurs as a result of selective
retrieval affects not only what is ultimately remembered 
and forgotten, but also the extent to which later remem-
bering relies on PFC-mediated control mechanisms. As
such, these data contribute to our understanding of how
we remember what we might otherwise forget.
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NOTES

1. It should be noted, however, that the engagement of dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex has also been associated with the inhibition/suppression of 
episodic memories (M. C. Anderson et al., 2004; Depue et al., 2007).

2. These effects were not attributable to RT differences; neither ACC 
nor right VLPFC activation correlated with between-participants differ-
ences in test-phase RT for RP  versus NRP items ( ps  .5). Moreover,
the RT difference for RP  versus NRP items was not correlated with the 
suppression score ( p .4).

3. Given that peak activation from the competition conjunction fell
in left mid-VLPFC (see Figure 1), an ROI was created, centered at this 
peak (MNI: 51, 30, 9). This ROI was used for all subsequent left mid-
VLPFC ROI analyses.

4. This correlation was significant for neither ACC nor right anterior 
VLPFC ( ps  .1).

5. It might be predicted that selective attention/inhibition demands dur-rr
ing RP retrieval would increase not only to the extent that RP  items
were weakened (suppressed), but also to the extent that RP  items were 
strengthened (facilitated). While RP facilitation was not correlated 
with right anterior VLPFC engagement during RP retrieval ( p  .3), it
should be noted that all 20 participants showed positive RP  facilitation,
whereas not all participants showed positive RP  suppression (15 out of 
20). Thus, the lack of a between-participants relationship between RP
facilitation and right anterior VLPFC engagement during RP  retrieval
is potentially due to the restricted range of facilitation scores, rendering 
the suppression score a more useful between-participants measure of 
changes in competition.
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revision accepted for publication January 18, 2008.)
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